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Abstract

This thesis discusses Artificial Economy with applications to Reinforcement

Learning. It focuses first on Reinforcement Learning, comparing it to other types of

learning such as Supervised Learning. It then covers a historical overview of the field and

summarizes the current works. The work described in this thesis has a psychological

approach as we focus on reward and punishment. We experiment Artificial Economy

with a prototype which solves the Blocks World problem. We then show how the

Artificial Economy approach can be integrated with other concepts of Reinforcement

Learning techniques.
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CHAPTER I

The Problem

Most computer scientists who have been engaged in implementing human-like

intelligence are convinced that such intelligence should be viewed as a multiple agent

system with many modules specializing in different subtasks and interacting in complex
ways [1].

Throughout the previous years, creating an intelligent program was to think about

the required algorithm and writing it. This approach is not considered totally Artificial

Intelligence since the programmer naturally thinks of a solution and constructs upon it an

algorithm. Otherwise said, most of the existing programs cannot be considered

intelligent, though they might contain brilliant ideas [9]. The motive behind this thesis is

to create programs that can discover solutions on their own, thus mimicking the way

humans develop intelligence, i.e. a program that can "think". Special acknowledgements

to Amine Soueidy who has previously worked on this subject too.

What makes the issue even more complex is that while evolution learned from
tabula rasa, humans are born with complex reward functions, built into them by

evolution, allowing them to learn rapidly. The work described in this thesis is inspired by

the work of Baum on learning by artificial economy. Artificial Economy, in other words,

is a technique developed by Baum to instill human-like intelligence into computer

programs [9].

The main aim of Artificial Economy is to propose an economic analog of the

mind. Thus, the mind should be viewed as an economy. We therefore seek to describe an

algorithm that distributes tasks to multiple cooperating agents, so that the incentive of

each agent is to maximize rewards, as owner of the system [8]. This kind of cooperative

problem-solving in Artificial Economy needs the Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach

for it offers a better window on natural intelligence, and is necessary for understanding

high order intelligence. We thus address the problem of how to reinforcement learn in



ultra-complex environments, with huge state spaces, where one must learn to exploit

compact structure of the problem domain. The approach we propose is to simulate the

evolution of an Artificial Economy of computer programs.

In other words, this thesis is an attempt to couple Reinforcement Learning with

Artificial Economy. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: The differences

between Reinforcement Learning and Supervised Learning are covered in Chapter IL

Chapter ifi reviews the major components of Reinforcement Learning techniques.

Chapter N describes Dynamic Programming, Monte Carlo Methods, and TD Learning

respectively in relation to Artificial Economy. Chapter V discusses the main features of

Artificial Economy. We then develop a prototype in Chapter VI to solve the Blocks

World problem. Experimentation results are presented in Chapter VII. The thesis is

concluded with directions for future research in Chapter VIII.
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CHAPTER II

Reinforcement Learning  versus Supervised Learning

We begin this chapter by defining the terms, "Reinforcement Learning" and

"Supervised Learning". Then, we consider the different types of problems we aim to

solve, to be able to judge which way is more beneficial and easier to implement. $

Reinforcement learning is learning what to do, or how to map situations to

actions, so as to maximize a reward. The learner does not already know which actions to

take, as in most of machine learning problems, but must discover which actions lead to

the maximum reward by trying them. In most cases, actions affect not only the immediate

reward but also the next situation and, thus, all subsequent rewards. These two

characteristics - trial-and error search and delayed reward - are the two most important

characteristics of reinforcement learning [19].

The Law of Effect includes two aspects of trial-and-error. First, it is selectional,

that is, it involves trying alternatives and selecting among them by computing their

consequences. Second, it is associative, that it, the alternatives found by the selection are

associated with particular situations. Otherwise said, that the Law of Effect is an

elementary way of combining search and memory. Combining search and memory in this

way is essential to reinforcement learning [19].

One of the challenges that arise in reinforcement learning is the trade-off between

exploration and exploitation. The agent has to exploit what it already knows to obtain

reward, but it also has to explore to make better action selections in the future. The agent

must try a variety of actions and progressively favor those that appear to be best. Thus,

each action must be tried many times to gain a reliable estimate of its expected reward.

Interaction with the environment is essential for adjusting behavior to exploit specific

features of the task [19].
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Supervised learning, on the other hand, is learning from examples provided by a

knowledgeable external supervisor. It is the case when a learner is given a set of

examples such that each example shows what output will be returned for a given input.

Thus it is easier for us to produce good examples than to generate explicit and complete

general rules [19].

Otherwise said, in the supervised learning case, the algorithm is provided with the

correct diagnosis for each training case. There is the possibility for "cheating" by

memorizing the diagnosis for each case rather than learning general predictive

relationships between attribute values and diagnoses. So the results of these algorithms

are usually evaluated on a disjoint set of examples from the training set, called the test

set. The training and test sets should be carefully selected to contain representative

exemplars encompassing the appropriate variance over all relevant properties for the

problem at hand.

Note that in the Reinforcement Learning case, the algorithm is given only the

attribute values and it must know how to map these attribute values. There is no

guarantee that the solution found by the algorithm will have any relation to the ones

defined by human experts.

On the difference between Reinforcement Learning and Su pervised Learning

We recall that back-propagated neural nets, for example, can learn to recognize

any pattern. Inputs into a device initiate particular patterns, which in turn lead to an

output. The net is guided to acknowledge pattern by feedback. Every time an output is

correct, its original pattern is back propagated past each connection and strengthened.

Once one unit is activated, it is likely to be activated over and over. Whereas, if a wrong

output is the case, those "input to output" connections are weakened. Eventually, this trial

and error method succeeds to produce the right output more and more frequently.

"Learning has been supervised to improve results each try. It has to rely on the existing

physical structure of the pattern to categorize features to certain outputs" [19].
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Nettalk is an artificial example of supervised learning where the pronunciation of

letters is the output. Every time the right letter is produced, feedback strengthens that

connection or weakens it for a wrong letter. This supervised learning technique has an

80% success rate for pronouncing correct words. Supervised learning of any pattern

succeeds due to the guidance of feedback in nets with many layers. In this case,

supervision aids quick results [19].

Generally, supervised learning is preferred more than Reinforcement Learning

because it seems easier to implement, but when the goal is to learn new concepts to

express the domain theory, rather than just to extend a theory using known concepts,

Reinforcement Learning is a better solution.

Now consider cases such as uncharted territories - where one would expect

learning to be most beneficial. In these cases, an agent must be able to learn from its own

experience. The formulation is intended to include these three aspects - sensation, action,

and goal.

Thus, we understand that there are many unsolved problems that computers could

solve if the appropriate software existed. Flight-control systems for aircraft, automated

manufacturing systems, and sophisticated avionics systems all present difficult control

problems. Many of these problems are currently unsolvable, not because current

computers are too slow or have too little memory, but simply because it is too difficult to

determine what the program should do. If a computer could learn to solve the problems

through trial and error, that would be of great practical value [20].

Supervised learning, as we defined above, is a general method for training a

parameterized function approximator, such as a back-propagated neural network, to

represent functions. However, supervised learning requires sample input-output pairs

from the function to be learned. In other words, supervised learning requires a set of

questions with the right answers [17].
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For example, let us consider supervised learning applications in Expert Systems.

Conventional programming languages, such as FORTRAN and C, are designed and

optimized for the procedural manipulation of data (such as numbers and arrays). Humans,

however, often solve complex problems using very abstract, symbolic approaches which

are not well suited for implementation in conventional languages. Although abstract

information can be modeled in these languages, considerable programming effprt is

required to transform the information to a format usable with procedural programming

paradigms. One of the results of research in the area of artificial intelligence has been the

development of techniques, which allow the modeling of information at higher levels of

abstraction. These techniques are embodied in languages or tools, which allow programs

to be built that closely, resemble human logic in their implementation and are therefore

easier to develop and maintain. These programs, which emulate human expertise in well-

defined problem domains, are called expert systems. The availability of expert system

tools, such as CLIPS, has greatly reduced the effort and cost involved in developing an

expert system. Rule-based programming is one of the most commonly used techniques

for developing expert systems. In this programming paradigm, rules are used to represent

heuristics, or "rules of thumb," which specify a set of actions to be performed for a given

situation. A rule is composed of an ifportion and a then portion. The ifportion of a rule is

a series of patterns which specify the facts (or data) which cause the rule to be applicable.

The process of matching facts to patterns is called pattern matching. The expert system

tool provides a mechanism, called the inference engine, which automatically matches

facts against patterns and determines which rules are applicable. The if portion of a rule
can actually be thought of as the whenever portion of a rule since pattern matching

always occurs whenever changes are made to facts. The then portion of a rule is the set of

actions to be executed when the rule is applicable. The actions of applicable rules are

executed when the inference engine is instructed to begin execution. The inference

engine selects a rule and then the actions of the selected rule are executed (which may

affect the list of applicable rules by adding or removing facts). The inference engine then

selects another rule and executes its actions. This process continues until no applicable

rules remain [23].
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Unfortunately, there are many situations where we do not know the correct

answers that supervised learning require. For example, in a flight control system, the

question would be the set of all sensor readings at a given time, and the answer would be

how the flight control surfaces should move during the next millisecond.

Although supervised learning seems to be easier to implement, ambiguity in the

learning set is always there. On the other hand, reinforcement learning's worlds are

usually non-deterministic. On-line performance is important, and the system must explore

the space of actions. As agents choose actions and receive reinforcement, the solution is

met.

For these reasons there has been much interest recently in reinforcement learning.

Reinforcement learning is not a type of back-propagated neural network, nor is it an

alternative to neural networks. Rather, it is an approach that addresses a different, more

difficult question. Reinforcement learning combines the fields of dynamic programming

and supervised learning to yield powerful machine-learning systems. Reinforcement

learning appeals to many researchers because of its generality. In Reinforcement

Learning, the computer is simply given a goal to achieve. The computer then learns how

to achieve that goal by trial-and-error interactions with its environment. Thus, many

researchers are pursuing this form of machine intelligence and are excited about the

possibilities [19].

To provide the intuition behind reinforcement learning, consider the familiar

child's game of Tic-Tac-Toe. Two players take turns playing on a three-by-three board.

One player plays X and the other 0 until one player wins by placing three of his marks in

a row, horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. How might we construct a player that will

find the imperfections in its opponent's play and learn to maximize its chances of

winning?

An evolutionary approach to this problem would directly search the space of possible

policies for one with a high probability of winning against the opponent. Here, a policy is

a rule that tells the player what move to make for every state of the game --- every
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possible configuration of X and 0 on the three-by-three board. For each policy

considered, an estimate of its winning probability would be obtained by playing some

number of games against the opponent. This evaluation would then direct which policy or

policies were next considered. A typical evolutionary method would hill-climb in policy

space, successively generating and evaluating policies in an attempt to obtain incremental

improvements. Or, perhaps, a genetic-style algorithm could be used which yould

maintain and evaluate population of policies. Literally hundreds of different optimization

algorithms could be applied. By directly searching the policy space we mean that entire

policies are proposed and compared on the basis of scalar evaluations.

Here is how the Tic-Tac-Toe problem would be approached using reinforcement learning

and approximate value functions. First we set up a table of numbers, one for each

possible state of the game. Each number will be the latest estimate of the probability of

our winning from that state. We treat this estimate as the state's current value, and the

whole table is the learned value function. State A has higher value than state B, or is

considered better than state B, if the current estimate of the probability of our winning

from A is higher than it is from B. Assuming we always play X, then for all states with

three X in a row the probability of winning is 1, because we have already won. Similarly,

for all states with three 0 in a row, the correct probability is 0, as we cannot win from

them. We set the initial values of all the other states, the non-terminals, to 0.5,

representing an informed guess that we have a 50% chance of winning.

Now we play many games against the opponent. To select our moves we examine the

states that would result from each of our possible moves (one for each blank space on the

board) and look up their current values in the table. Most of the time we move greedily,

selecting the move that leads to the state with greatest value, that is, with the highest

estimated probability of winning. Occasionally, however, we select randomly from one of

the other moves instead; these are called exploratory moves because they cause us to

experience states that we might otherwise never see.

While we are playing, we change the values of the states in which we find ourselves

during the game. We attempt to make them more accurate estimates of the probabilities

of winning from those states. To do this, we "back up" the value of the state after each

greedy move to the state before the move. More precisely, the current value of the earlier
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state is adjusted to be closer to the value of the later state. Moving the earlier state's value

a fraction of the way toward the value of the later state can do this. At the end, the

method converges to an optimal policy for playing the game.

This example is very simple, but it illustrates some of the key features of reinforcement

learning methods. First, there is the emphasis on learning while interacting with an

environment, in this case with an opponent player. Second, there is a clear goal, and

correct behavior requires planning or foresight that takes into account delayed effects of

one's choices. For example, the simple reinforcement learning player would learn to set

up multi-move traps for a shortsighted opponent. It is a striking feature of the

reinforcement learning solution that it can achieve the effects of planning and look-ahead

without using a model of the opponent and without carrying out an explicit search of

future states and actions [20].

In concluding this chapter, we emphasize three motivations for our focus on

Reinforcement Learning:

• From a practical point of view, if we hope to create a robot in our lab to do tasks

for us, we are going to have to be able to tell the robot what we want it to do. If it can

reinforcement learn, we will be able to just write a program rewarding it when it

achieves the state of the world we desire, and train it rather than program it. Writing

such a reward program may often be much easier than writing a program saying how

to achieve the desired state, which involves, at a minimum, solving planning

problems. Such a reward program might, incidentally, contain guidance in the form of

rewards for intermediate states. If we can state what we want our learning system to

do, we can reward it when it does it. Thus if we can solve Reinforcement Learning,

we can provide a declarative programming language [20].

• From a theoretical point of view, Reinforcement Learning involves interactions

with the world, and addressing simultaneously the "learning" and "reasoning" or

"planning" problems.

• From a psychological point of view, there are a number of phenomena that greatly

increase the generality of operant conditioning, and that show its applications to



human behavior. Researchers studied how non-human organisms learn an association

between a stimulus and a response.

Consider the following experiment: when a rat in a Skinner box presses a lever, a tone

sounds momentarily, followed shortly by a delivery of food. After the animal has

been conditioned in this way, the experimenter begins extinction, so that when the rat

presses the lever neither the tone nor the food occurs. In time, the animal ceases to

press the lever. Then the tone is reconnected but not the food. When the rat discovers

that pressing the lever turns on the tone, its rate of pressing markedly increases,

overcoming the extinction even though no food follows. Because the tone was

reliably paired with food, it came to signal food. Similarly, our lives abound with

conditioned reinforcers. On the other hand, punishment is an effective means of

redirecting behavior because it is informative, and this seems to be the key to the

effective use of punishment. A child who gets a shock from an electrical appliance

may learn which connections are safe and which are hazardous. Thus punishment can

effectively eliminate an undesirable response if an alternative response is rewarded

[3].



CHAPTER III

Reinforcement Learning

3.1 Elements of Reinforcement Learning

Beyond the agent and the environment, one can identify three sub-elements of a

reinforcement learning system.

• A policy which is the learning agent's way of behavior at a given time. It

corresponds to what in psychology would be called a set of stimulus-response rules

or associations. The policy is the core of a reinforcement learning agent. So, it alone

is sufficient to determine behavior.

• A reward function which is the goal in a reinforcement learning problem. It maps

each perceived state (or state-action pair) of the environment to a single number, a

reward, indicating the intrinsic desirability of that state. Reinforcement learning

agent's motive is to maximize the total reward it receives in the long run. It may,

however, serve as a basis for changing the policy. For example, if an action selected

by the policy is followed by low reward, then the policy may be altered to select

some other action in that situation later.

• A value function, which is the one that specifies what is good in the long run.

Roughly speaking, the value of a state is the total amount of reward an agent can

expect to accumulate over the future, starting from that state. Whereas rewards

determine the immediate desirability of environmental states, values indicate the

long-term desirability of states after taking into account the states that follow, and

the rewards available in those states. We seek actions that bring about states of

highest value, not highest reward, because these actions obtain the greatest amount

of reward for us for the long run. The most important component of all reinforcement

learning algorithms is a method for efficiently estimating values [19].
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3.2 The Age nt-EnviromTnent Interface

The general rule is that anything that cannot be changed arbitrarily by the agent is

considered to be part of its environment. We do not consider that everything in the

environment is unknown to the agent. The agent often knows quite a bit about how its

rewards are computed as a function of its actions. He also is aware of the states in *hich

they are taken, but we always consider the reward computation to be external to the

agent. This is because it defines the task facing the agent, and thus must be beyond its

ability to change arbitrarily. In fact, in some cases the agent may know everything about

how its environment works and still face a difficult reinforcement learning task. For

instance, we know how a Rubik's cube works, but still are unable to solve it. The agent-

environment boundary represents the limit of the agent's absolute control, not of its

knowledge [19].

3.3 Goals and Rewards

In reinforcement learning, the goal of the agent is in terms of a special reward

signal passing from the environment to the agent. The agent always learns to maximize

its reward. We must then provide rewards to the agent in such a way that in maximizing

them, the agent will also achieve our motives. In particular, the reward signal is not the

place to impart to the agent prior knowledge about how to achieve what we want it to do.

For example, a chess-playing agent should be rewarded only for actually winning the

game, not for achieving sub-goals such as taking its opponent's pieces. If achieving these

sub-goals are rewarded, then the agent surely finds a way to achieve them without

achieving the real goal. The reward signal is our way of communicating to the agent what

we want it to achieve, not how we want it to be achieved [19]. However, sometimes,

agents should be given local reinforcements signals. In applications in which it is possible

to compute a gradient, rewarding the agents for taking steps up the gradient, rather than

just for achieving the final goal, speeds learning significantly.
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3.4  Returns

We have mentioned that the agent's motive is to maximize the reward it receives

in the long run. In general, we seek to maximize the expected return, which is defined as

some specific function of the reward sequence. Simply said, the return is the sum of the

rewards. This approach is meaningful in applications where there is a natural notion of

final time step, i.e. when the agent-environment interaction breaks naturally into

subsequences, called episodes. Each episode ends in a special state called the terminal

state, followed by a reset to a standard starting state or to a sample from the standard

distribution of starting states. Such tasks are called episodic tasks [19].

On the other hand, in many cases the agent-environment interaction does not

break naturally into identifiable episodes, but goes on continually without limitation.

These are called continuing tasks. The return formulation is consumptive for continuing

tasks as the final time step would be T = infinity, and the return, which is what we are

trying to maximize, could itself be infinite. The additional concept needed is discounting.

According to this approach, the agent tries to select actions so that the sum of the

discounted rewards it receives over the future is maximized [19].

The episodic tasks are mathematically easier as each action affects only the finite

number of rewards subsequently received during the episode. However, one notation

enabling the presence of both cases simultaneously has been discovered.

3.5 The Markov Property

A state signal succeeding in retaining all relevant information is said to be

Markov. It is referred to as an "Independent of Path" property because all that matters is

in the current state signal; its meaning is independent of the "path", or history, of signals

that have led up to it.

13



In other words, an environment satisfies the Markov property if its state signal

summarizes the past without degrading the ability to predict the future. If an environment

has the Markov property, then it enables us to predict the next state and the expected next

reward, given the current state and action. Moreover, Markov states provide the best

possible basis for choosing actions, i.e. the best policy for choosing actions as a function

of a Markov is just as good as the best policy for choosing actions as a function of

complete histories [19].

3.6 Markov Decision Processes

A reinforcement learning task satisfying the Markov property is called a Markov

decision process, orMDP. If the state and action spaces are finite, then it is called afinite

Markov decision process (finite MDP). A transition graph is a useful method to

summarize the dynamics of a finite AMP.

Example: Recycling Robot MDP

A mobile robot has the job of collecting empty soda cans. It has sensors that can detect

cans, and an arm and gripper that can pick them up and place them in an onboard bin; it

runs on a rechargeable battery. The robot's control system has components for

interpreting sensory information, for navigating, and for controlling the arm and gripper.

High-level decisions about how to search for cans are made by a reinforcement learning

agent based on the current charge level of the battery. This agent has to decide whether

the robot should (1) activate search for can for a certain period of time, (2) remain

stationary and wait for someone to bring it a can, (3) head back to its home base to

recharge its battery. This decision has to be made whether periodically or whenever

certain events occur, such as upon finding an empty can. The agent therefore has three

actions, and its state is determined by the state of the battery.

The best way to find cans is to actively search for them, but this runs down the robot's

battery, whereas waiting does not. Whenever the robot is searching, its battery may

14



become depleted. In this case the robot must shut down and wait to be rescued (producing

a low reward).

The agent makes its decisions solely as a function of the energy of the battery. It can

distinguish two levels, high and low, so that the state set S {high, low}. Let us call the
possible decisions - the agent's actions - wait, search, and recharge. When the eaergy

level is high, recharging would always be foolish, so we do not include it in the action set

for this state.

The agent's action sets are:

A (high) = (search, wait)

A(low) = (search, wait, recharge)

If the energy is high, then active search can be completed without risk of depleting the

battery. A period of searching that begins with a high energy level leaves the energy level

high with a probability a and reduces it to low with probability 1 - a. On the other hand,

a period of searching undertaken when the energy level is low leaves it low with

probability 0 and depleted the battery with probability 1 - 0. In the latter case, the robot

must be rescued, and the battery is the recharged back to high. Each can collected by the

robot counts as a unit of reward, whereas a reward of-3 results whenever the robot has to

be rescued. Let RCh and Rwait, with R th > Rt, respectively denote the expected

number of cans the robot will collect while searching and while waiting. Finally, to keep

things simple, suppose that no cans can be collected during a run home for recharging,

and that no cans can be collected on a step in which the battery is depleted. This system is

then a finite MDP, and we can write down the transition probabilities and the expected

rewards.

A transition graph is a useful method to summarize the dynamics of a finite MDP. There

are two kinds of nodes: state nodes ad action nodes. There is a state node for each

possible state, and an action node for each state-action pair. Note that the transition

probabilities labeling the arrows leaving n action node always sum to 1 [19].
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3.7 Value Functions

Almost all reinforcement learning algorithms are based on estimating value

functions i.e. functions of states (or of state-action pairs) estimating how good it is for the

agent to be in a given sate. The value functions can be estimated from experience.

A fundamental property of value functions is that they satisfy particular recursive

relationships.

Clearly, it would be a big help if the agent predicts the reward function. The

problem is that the reward function just captures the immediate or short-term

consequences of executing actions. What is needed instead is a function capturing the

long-term consequences. Such a function is called a utility function.

Intuitively, the utility of taking action a in some state s is the expected immediate reward

for that action plus the sum of the long-term rewards over the rest of the agent's lifetime,

assuming it acts using the best policy. The basic idea is to start with some initial guess of
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the utility function, and to use experience. As the program gains more experience, the

difference between its estimated utility function and the true utility function decreases.

Utility, over a finite agent lifetime, is defined as the expected sum of the immediate

reward and the long time reward under the best possible policy:

N-I

Util(st, a) = E { REWARD(st, a) + max	 REWARD
	

}

policies j = 1

where St is the state at time step t, REWARD (St , a) is the immediate reward of
executing action a in state St. N is the number of steps in the lifetime of the agent,
and REWARD is the reward at time step t. The operator E[ J stands for taking an
expectation over all sources of randomness in the system.

Utility, over an infinite agent lifetime, is defined similarly:

infinity
Util(st, a) = E { REWARD(st, a) + max	 Y ' REWARD t,j	 }

policies j=1

To avoid the mathematical awkwardness of infinite sums, a discount factor

is introduced. This counts future rewards less than immediate rewards.

The utility of a state can then be defined in terms of the utility of the next state:

Util(st, a) E { REWARD(st, a) + 7 max Util (St+ i, b) }
b

This gives a system of equations, called the Bellman Optimality Equations.

The dynamic programming methods for solving Bellman equations is to iterate

the following, for every s and a:

Util 0+ 1 (s, a) E { REWARD(s, a) + y max Util 0 (s, b) }
b
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The reinforcement learning for updating the estimated utility is:

Util+i(s1,a) = (1- a) Utilt(s,a) + a (REWARD(s,a) + ,y max Utilt(s+i, b))
b

where a is a small number less than 1 that determines the rate of change of the

estimate.

Bellman equation expresses a relationship between the value of a state aid the

value of its successor state. It averages over all the possibilities, weighting each by its

probability of occurring. It states that the value of the start-state must equal the

discounted value of the expected next state, plus the reward expected along the way [19].

Note that, if one knows the true utility function, he should always take the action

that maximizes it. But the estimated utility may be wrong, taking non-optimal actions

may get him "off the beaten track" enough to learn something new, thereby updating the

estimate, and enabling much better actions in the future. So there is always a trade-off

between exploitation of the best known and exploration of the consequences of other

actions.

In addition, the utility function maps state-action pairs to real numbers. If the size

of the state-action space is small enough, this function can be stored in the form of a

table. Otherwise, some form of compact function approximation is used. Statisticians

have a variety of representations for this purpose: decision trees, polynomial

approximations, etc, ... Using such a representation not only saves space, it also gives us

generalization: the program can take a sensible action from a state it has never seen

before by interpolating or extrapolating from known states [11].

3.8 Optimal Value Functions

There is always at least one policy that is better than or equal to all other policies.

This is an optima/policy. For finite MDPs, the Bellman optimality equation has a unique
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solution independent of the policy. Any policy that is greedy with respect to the optimal

value function is an optimal policy.

Explicitly solving the Bellman optimality equation provides one route to finding

an optimal policy, and thus to solving the reinforcement learning problem. However, this

solution is rarely useful. It is followed by exhaustive search, looking ahead at all

possibilities, computing their probabilities of occurrence and their desirability in terms of

expected rewards [19].

This solution relies on at least three assumptions that are rarely true in practice:

• accurately knowing the dynamics of the environment

• having enough computational resources to complete the computation of the

solution

• the Markov property

For the kinds of tasks in which we are interested, one is generally not able to implement

this solution exactly because various combinations of these assumptions are violated.

For example, although the first and third assumptions present no problem for the game of

backgammon, the second is a major impediment. Sine the game has about 1020 states, it

would take millions of years on today's fastest computers to solve the Bellman equation

[19].

In reinforcement learning one typically has to settle on approximate solutions. However,

one needs to devise n algorithm that will efficiently find the optimal value function. This

requirement introduces the need for exploration. Exploration is defined as intentionally

choosing to perform an action that is not considered "best" for the express purpose of

acquiring knowledge of unseen (or little seen) states. In order to identify a sub-optimal

approximation, state space must be sufficiently explored. For example, a robot facing an

unknown environment has to spend some time acquiring knowledge of its environment.

Alternatively, experience acquired during exploration must also be considered during
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action selection to minimize the costs (negative reinforcements) associated with learning.

Although the robot must explore its environment, it should avoid collisions with

obstacles. However, the robot does not know which actions will result in collision until

all of state space has been explored. On the other hand, it is possible that a policy that is

"sufficiently" good will be recognized without having to explore all of state space. There

is a fundamental trade-off between exploration and exploitation (using previpusly

acquired knowledge to direct the choice of action). Therefore, it is important to use

exploration techniques that will maximize the knowledge gained during learning while

minimizing the costs of exploration and learning time.

3.9 Optimality and Approximation

Clearly, optimal policies can be generated only with extreme computational cost.

Therefore, reinforcement learning problem forces us to settle for approximations.

However, it also presents some unique opportunities for achieving useful approximations.

The on-line nature of reinforcement learning makes it possible to approximate

optimal policies in ways that put more effort into learning. This leads to good decisions

for frequently encountered states, at the expense of less effort for infrequently

encountered states. This is one key property that distinguishes reinforcement learning

from other approaches to approximately solving MDPs [19].

3.10 Conclusion

Reinforcement learning appeals to many researchers because of its generality. Our

case, learning by artificial economy, is a form of reinforcement learning aiming at

instilling human-like intelligence into computer programs. Reinforcement learning, by

itself, is a much more an encompassing task. It is much closer to what is meant by
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intelligence in nature and much more useful than supervised learning. Potentially, it is no

harder a problem to solve. Reinforcement learning is an extension of classical dynamic

programming in that it greatly enlarges the set of problems that can practically be solved.

Unlike supervised learning, reinforcement learning systems do not require explicit input-

output pairs for training.

With appropriate biases, supplied by human programmers or teachers, complex

reinforcement learning problems will eventually be solvable. There is still much work to

be done and many interesting questions remaining for learning techniques and especially

regarding methods for approximating, decomposing, and incorporating bias into

problems.
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CHAPTER IV

Reinforcement Learning  Techniques

4.1 Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming (DP) refers to a collection of algorithms used to compute

optimal policies given a perfect model of the environment as a Markov decision process
(MDP). Classical DP algorithms are of limited utility in reinforcement learning because

of their assumption of a perfect model and because of their great computational expense.

Still, they are important theoretically. The key idea of DP, and of RL generally, is the use

of value functions that organize and structure the search for good policies [19].

Although DP ideas can be applied to problems with continuous state and action

spaces, exact solutions are possible only in special cases. DP algorithms are obtained by

turning Bellman equations into assignments, i.e. into update rules for improving

approximations of the desired value functions.

4.1.1 Policy Evaluation

Computing the state-value function for an arbitrary policy is called policy

evaluation. For our purposes, iterative solution methods are most suitable. The initial

approximation is chosen arbitrary, and each successive approximation is obtained by

using Bellman equation. This algorithm is called iterative policy evaluation. Each

iteration of iterative policy evaluation backs up the value of every state once to produce

the new approximate value function.

Another implementation point concerns the termination of the algorithm.

Formally, iterative policy evaluation converges only in the limit, but in practice it must be

halted short of this. A typical stopping condition for iterative policy evaluation is to test
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the quantity max	 - VA-1 where V is the value function, after each sweep and stop
when it is sufficiently small [12].

4.1.2 Policy Improvement

The reason for computing the value function for a policy is to find better policies.

The key criterion is whether this is greater than or less than the value function. If it is

greater - that is, if it is better to select a once in s - then one would expect it to be better
still to select a every time s is encountered, and that the new policy would in fact be a

better one overall. This special case is called policy improvement theorem.

Now consider changes at all states and to all possible actions, selecting at each

state the action that appears best. In other words, consider the new greedy policy. The

process of making a new policy that improves on an original policy, by making it greedy

or nearly greedy with respect to the value function of the original policy, is called policy

improvement. Policy improvement must give a strictly better policy except when the

original policy is already optimal [12].

4.1.3 Policy Iteration

Once a policy has been improved to yield a better policy, the value function can

be computed and improved to yield an even better value function. A sequence of

monotonically improving policies and value functions is then obtained. Each policy is

guaranteed to be a strict improvement over the previous one unless it is already optimal.

Because a finite MDP has only a finite number of policies, this process must converge to

an optimal policy and optimal value function in a finite number of iterations. This way of

finding an optimal policy is called policy iterations. Policy iteration often converges in
surprisingly few iterations [12].
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4.1.4 Value Iteration

One drawback to policy iteration is that each of its iterations involves policy

evaluation, which may itself be a protracted iterative computation requiring multiple

sweeps through the state set. Must one wait for exact convergence, or can he stop short of

that?

In fact, the policy evaluation step of policy iteration can be truncated in several

ways without losing the convergence guarantees of policy iteration. One important case is

when policy evaluation is stopped after just one sweep. This algorithm is called value

iteration. All these algorithms converge to an optimal policy for discounted finite MDPs.

Initially, the approximation of the optimal value function is poor. In other words,

the mapping from states to state values is not valid. The primary objective of learning is

to find the correct mapping. Once this is completed, the optimal policy can easily be

extracted. At this point some notation needs to be introduced:

V*(xt) is the optimal value function where xt is the state vector

V(xt) is the approximation of the optimal value function

•	 y is a discount factor in the range [0,1] that causes immediate reinforcement to

have more importance (weighted more heavily) than future reinforcement

In general, V(x) will be initialized to random values and will contain no

information about the optimal value function VK (xt), i.e. the approximation of the

optimal value function in a given state is equal to the true value of that state P(x) plus

some error in the approximation, as expressed in equation (1).

V(x) = e (Xt) + V*(xt) (1)

where e(xt) is the error in the approximation of the value of the state occupied at time t.
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Moreover, the approximation of the value of the state reached after performing some

action at time t is the true value of the state occupied at time t+1 plus some error in the

approximation, as expressed in equation (2).

V(Xt+i) = e (Xt+i) + J/*(xt+i)(2)

As previously stated, the value of state xt for the optimal policy is the sum of the

reinforcements when starting from state x t and performing optimal actions until a

terminal state is reached. By this definition, a simple relationship exists between the

values of successive states, x t and x+i which is defined by the Bellman equation and is

expressed in equation (3). The discount factor is used to exponentially decrease the

weight of reinforcements received in the future.

V c (xt) = r (it) + yJ/*(x^1)(3)

The approximation V(x) also has the same relationship, as shown in equation (4). By

substituting the right-hand side of equations (1) and (2) into equation (4) we get equation

(5) and expanding yields equation (6).

V(x) = r (Xt) + yV(x,i)	 ............(4)

e(xt) + v*(Xt) = r (it) + y( e (Xt+i) + V(c(xt+i)) 	 (5)

e(xt) + J/*(Xt) = r (it) + y e (Xt+i) + YV*(xt+i)	 ......(6)

Using equation (3), V*(xt) is subtracted from both sides of equation (6) to reveal the

relationship in the errors of successive states. This relationship is expressed in equation

(7).

e(xt) = y e (Xt+i)	 (7)
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If equation (7) is true for all Xt, then the approximation error in each state xt is necessarily
0, therefore V(xc)=1/*(xt) for all xt. Thus, as stated earlier, the process of learning is the

process of finding a solution to equation (4) for all states xt (which is also a solution to

equation (7)). Several learning algorithms have been developed for precisely this task

such as Value Iteration, Q-learning, and Advantage Learning algorithms. In our case, we

are just interested in the first learning algorithm, i.e. Value Iteration.

If it is assumed that the function approximator used to represent J" is a lookup table

(each state has a corresponding element in the table whose entry is the approximated state

value), then one can find the optimal value function by performing sweeps through state

space, updating the value of each State according to equation (8) until a sweep through

state space is performed in which there are no changes to state values (the state values

have converged).

zlV(xt) = max(r (Xt	 , u) + y V(x+1)) - V(x) ...... . (8)

In equation (8) u is the action performed in state xt and causes a transition to state
and r(xt,u) is the reinforcement received when performing action u in state xt.

Specific to this example, there are two actions possible in state Xt, and each of these

actions leads to a different successor state x+,. In a value iteration update, one must first

find the action that returns the maximum value. The only way to accomplish this is to

actually perform an action and calculate the sum of the reinforcement received and the

(possibly discounted) approximated value of the successor state V(xt+i ). This must be

done for all actions u in a given state Xt, and is not possible without a model of the

dynamics of the system. For example, in the case of a robot deciding to choose between

paths to follow, it is not possible to choose one path, observe the Successor State, and

then return to the starting state to explore the results of the next available action. Instead,

the robot must in simulation perform these actions and observe the results. Then, based

on the simulation results, the robot may choose the action that results in the maximum

value.
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One should note that the right side of equation (8) is simply the difference in the two

sides of the Bellman equation defined in equation (4).

This expression is the Bellman residual, and is formally defined by equation (9).

e(xt) = max(r (xt, u) + y V(x+1)) - V (xe) .... (9)

where e(xt) is the error function defined by the Bellman residual over all of state space.

Each update (equation (8)) reduces the value of e(xt), and in the limit as the number of
updates goes to infinity e(xt)=O. When e(x)=O, equation (4) is satisfied and V(xt)=T*(x)
[12].

Learning is accomplished.

Coming back to our subject, in Reinforcement Learning the learner interacts with

an environment which it can sense and take actions on, and which makes "money"

payments when a series of correct actions puts it in the right state. The literature discusses

two approaches to RL.

The first, called Value Iteration, attempts to learn an evaluation function mapping

each state to an estimate of its value, and then returns the algorithm: take the action that

leads to the state of highest value. This approach has had one striking success in

Backgammon, but this is apparently due to the fact that a linear evaluation function is

effective in the domain. Value Iteration appears essentially hopeless in domain with huge

stage spaces unless they have an extremely simple and learnable evaluation function. The

Blocks World state space grows exponentially with the number of blocks. Without hand

coded features, but with algorithmic improvements designed to grapple with the problem,

TD learning, the main value iteration approach, could only find a specific block if under

no more than two other blocks. Given a useful hand coded feature, TD learning succeeds
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in solving about 8 block problems, but not larger ones. We will discuss TD Learning in
the following sections.

The second approach, policy iteration, attempts to learn a program directly. The

policy iteration algorithm manipulates the policy directly, rather than finding it indirectly

via the optimal value function. If policy iteration is stopped after just one sweep, (one

backup of each state), the algorithm is then called Value Iteration. Evolutionary

programming methods can be applied here. However, the space of programs is huge, and

its fitness landscape is typically rough, so such methods are of limited applicability. One

drawback to policy iteration is that each of its iterations involves policy evaluation, which

may itself be a protracted iterative computation requiring multiple sweeps through the

state set. If policy evaluation is done iteratively, then convergence exactly to V occurs
only in the limit.

In practice, value iteration is much faster per iteration, but policy iteration takes

less iteration. Arguments have been put forth to the effect that each approach is better for

large problems. The basic idea is that the expensive part of policy is solving for the exact

value of V''. Instead of finding an exact value for V's', we can perform a few steps of a

modified value-iteration step where the policy is held fixed over successive iterations.

This can be shown to produce an approximation to V* that converges linearly in y. In

practice, this can result in substantial speedups.

4.1.5 Asynchronous Dynamic Programming

A major drawback to the DP methods discussed so far is that they involve

operations over entire state of the MDP, i.e. they require sweeps of the state set. If the

state set is very large, then even a single sweep can be prohibitively expensive. For

example, the game of backgammon has over 1020 states. Even if we could perform the

value iteration backup on a million states per second, it would take over a million years to

complete a single sweep.
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Asynchronous DP algorithms are in-place iterative DP algorithms that are not

organized in terms of systematic sweeps of the state set. These algorithms back up the

values of states in any order whatsoever, using whatever values of other states happen to

be available. To converge correctly, however, an asynchronous algorithm must continue

to backup the values of all the states: it cannot ignore any state after some point in the

computation. Asynchronous DP algorithms allow great flexibility in selecting states to

which backup operations are applied [12].

Asynchronous algorithms also make it easier to intermix computation with real
time interaction. To solve a given MDP, we can run an iterative DP algorithm at the same

time an agent is actually experiencing the MDP. The agent's experience can be used to

determine the states to which the DP algorithm applies its backups. At the same time, the

latest value and policy information from the DP algorithm can guide the agent's decision
making.

4.1.6 Generalized Policy Iteration

Policy iteration consists of two simultaneous, interacting processes, one making

the value function consistent with the current policy (policy evaluation), and the other

making the policy greedy with respect to the current value function (policy

improvement).

Generalized policy iteration (GPI) is the term used to refer to the general idea of

interacting policy evaluation and policy improvement processes. Almost all

reinforcement learning methods are well described as GPI as they all have identifiable

policies and value functions, with the policy always being improved with respect to the

value function and the value function always being driven toward the value function of

the policy. In the long run, however, these two processes interact to find a single joint

solution: the optimal value function and an optimal policy [12].
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4.1.7 Efficiency of Dynamic Programming

DP may not be practical for very large problems, but compared with other
methods for solving MDPs, DP methods are actually quite efficient. DP is sometimes

thought to be of limited applicability because of the curse of dimensionality, the fact that

the number of states often grows exponentially with the number of state variables. Large

state sets do create difficulties, but these are inherent difficulties of the problem, not of

DP as a solution method. In fact, DP is comparatively better suited to handling large state

spaces than competing methods such a direct search and linear programming.

In practice, DP methods can be used with today's computers to solve MDPs with

millions of states. On problems with large state spaces, asynchronous DP methods are

often preferred. To complete one sweep of a synchronous method requires computation

and memory for every state.

4.2 Monte Carlo Methods

Monte Carlo methods are ways of solving the reinforcement learning problem

based on averaging sample returns. In this case, we do not assume complete knowledge

of the environment. Monte Carlo methods require only experience - sample sequences of

states, actions, and rewards from on-line or simulated interaction with an environment.

To ensure that well-defined returns are available, Monte Carlo methods are

defined for episodic tasks only, i.e. experience is assumed to be divided into episodes,

and all episodes eventually terminate no matter what actions are selected. It is only upon

the completion of an episode that value estimates and policies are changed [19].
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4.2.1 Monte Carlo Policy Evaluation

An obvious way to estimate policy evaluation from experience is to average the

returns observed after visits to that state. As more returns are observed, the average

should converge to the expected value. This idea underlies all Monte Carlo methods.

I

The ability of Monte Carlo methods to work with sample episodes alone can be a

significant advantage even when one has complete knowledge of the environment's

dynamics. An important fact about Monte Carlo method is that the estimates for each

state are independent. In other words, the estimate for one state does not build upon the

estimate of any other state, as is the case in DP. Thus Monte Carlo methods do not
"bootstrap" [19].

In particular, note that the computational expense of estimating the value of a

single state is independent of the number of states. This can make Monte Carlo methods

particularly attractive when one requires the value of only a subset of the states. One can

generate many sample episodes starting from these states, averaging returns only from

these states, ignoring all others. This is another advantage Monte Carlo methods can have

over DP methods.

4.2.2 Monte Carlo Estimation of Action Values

If a model is not available, then one must estimate action values rather than state

values. With a model, state values are alone sufficient to determine a policy; one simply

looks ahead one-step and chooses whichever action leads to the best combination of

reward and next state. Without a model, however, state values alone are not sufficient.

One must explicitly estimate the value of each action in order for the values to be useful

in suggesting a policy. The complication arises as many relevant state-action pairs may
never be visited.
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This is the general problem of maintaining exploration. For policy evaluation to

work for action values, one must assure continual exploration by specif'ing that the first

step of each episode starts at a state-action pair, and that every such pair has nonzero

probability of being selected as the start. This guarantees that all state-action pairs will be

visited an infinite number of times in the limit of an infinite number of episodes. This is

called the assumption of exploring starts [19]. 	 I

4.2.3 Monte Carlo Control

The overall idea for Monte Carlo approximations is to proceed according to the

same pattern as in the DP case, i.e. according to the idea of generalized policy iteration

(GPI). In GPI one maintains both an approximate policy and an approximate value

function. The value function is repeatedly altered to more closely approximate the value

function for the current policy, and the policy is repeatedly improved with respect to the

current value function.

These two kinds of changes work against each other, as each creates a moving

target for the other, but together they cause both policy and value function to approach

optimality.

For policy evaluation, many episodes are experienced, with the approximate

action-value function approaching the true function asymptotically. Policy improvement

is done by making the policy greedy with respect to the current value function. This in

turn assures us that the overall Monte Carlo methods can be used to find optimal policies

given only sample episodes and no other knowledge of the environment's dynamics [19].
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4.2.4 On-Policy Monte Carlo Control

The only general way to ensure that all actions are selected infinitely is for the

agent to continue to select them. There are two approaches to ensuring this known as on-

policy and off-policy methods.

I

On-policy methods attempt to improve the policy used to make decisions. One

possibility is to gradually shift the policy toward a deterministic optimal policy. The on-

policy methods use 6-greedy policies. In other words, they choose an action that has

maximal estimates action value most of the time, but with probability 
F. they instead

select an action at random.

In brief, in on-policy methods, the agent always commits to exploring and tries to

find the best policy that still explores [19].

4.2.5 Off-Policy Monte Carlo Control

In off-policy methods the policy used to generate behavior, the behavior policy,

may be unrelated to the policy that is improved, the estimation policy. An advantage of

this separation is that the estimation policy may be deterministic (e.g. greedy), while the

behavior policy can continue to sample all possible actions.

Off-policy Monte Carlo methods use the technique for estimating the value

function for one policy while following another. They follow the behavior policy while

learning about and improving the estimation policy. This technique requires that the

behavior policy have a nonzero probability of selecting all actions that might be selected

by the estimation policy.

A disadvantage of this method is that it learns only from the tails of episodes,

after the last non-greedy action. If non-greedy actions are frequent, then learning will be
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slow, particularly for states appearing in the early portions of long episodes. This could

greatly slow learning.

In brief, in off-policy methods, the agent also explores, but learns a deterministic

optimal policy that may be unrelated to the policy followed [19].

Ej

4.2.6 Incremental Implementation

Monte Carlo methods can be implemented incrementally, i.e. on an episode-by-

episode basis. They use averages of returns and this technique enables them to process

each new return incrementally with no increase in computation or memory as the number

of episode increases [19].

4.2.7 Conclusion

Monte Carlo methods learn value functions and optimal policies from experience

in the form of sample episodes. This gives them several advantages over DP method:

• They can be used to learn optimal behavior directly from interaction with the

environment, with no model of the environment's dynamics.

• They can be used with simulation or sample models. For surprisingly many

applications it is easy to simulate sample episodes even though it is difficult to construct

the kind of explicit model of transition probabilities required by DP methods.

• It is easy and efficient to focus Monte Carlo methods on a small subset of the states.

A region of special interest can be accurately evaluated without going to the expense of

accurately evaluating the rest of the state set

• They may be less harmed by violations of the Markov property. This is because they

do not update their value estimates on the basis of the value estimates of successor

states. In other words, it is because they do not bootstrap.
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Monte Carlo methods for reinforcement learning have been explicitly identified

only recently. Their convergence properties are not yet clear, and their effectiveness in

practice has been little tested. At present, their primary significance is their simplicity and

their relationship to other methods.

I

4.3 Temporal - Difference Programming

TD learning is a combination of Monte Carlo and dynamic programming (DP).

Like Monte Carlo methods, TD methods can learn directly from raw experience without a

model of the environment's dynamics; they bootstrap.

4.3.1 TD Prediction

Both TD and Monte Carlo methods use experience to solve the prediction

problem. Monte Carlo methods wait until the return following the visit is known, then use

that return as a target for the value function. On the other hand, TD methods need wait

only until the next time step. Because TD methods base its update in part on an existing

estimate, it is said to be a bootstrapping method [19].

The TD target is an estimate for both reasons: it samples the expected value and it

uses the current estimate value function instead of the true value function. Thus, TD

methods combine the sampling Monte Carlo with the bootstrapping of DP. This can take

us a long way toward obtaining the advantages of both Monte Carlo and DP methods.

4.3.2 Advantages of TD Prediction Methods

TD methods learn estimates on the basis of other estimates. They bootstrap, i.e.

they learn a guess from a guess. Obviously, TD methods have an advantage over DP
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methods in that they do not require a model of the environment, of its reward and next-

state probability distributions. The advantage of TD methods over Monte Carlo methods

is that they are naturally implemented in an on-line, fully incremental fashion. With

Monte Carlo methods one must wait until the end of an episode, because only then is the

return known, whereas with TD methods one need wait only one time step. Surprisingly

often this turns out to be a critical consideration. Some applications have veryilong

episodes, so that delaying all learning until an episode's end is too slow.

4.3.3 Optimality of TD(0)

Suppose there is available only a finite amount of experience. In this case, a

Common approach with incremental learning methods is to present the experience

repeatedly until the methods converge upon an answer. Given an approximate value

function, the increments are computed for every time step at which a non-terminal state is

visited, but the value function is changed only once, by the sum of all the increments.

Then all the available experience is processed again with the new value function to

produce a new overall increment, and so on, until the value function converges. This is

called batch updating since updates are made only after processing each complete batch

of training data [19].

Under batch updating, TD(0) converges deterministically to a single answer

independent of the step-size parameter as long as it is chosen to be sufficiently small.

Note that Monte Carlo method is optimal in a limited way, and that TD is optimal in a

way that is more relevant to predicting returns. Batch Monte Carlo methods always find

the estimates that minimize mean-squared error on the training set, whereas batch TD(0)

always finds the estimates that would be exactly correct for the maximum-likelihood

model of the Markov process. In general, the maximum likelihood estimate of a

parameter is the parameter value whose probability of generating the data is greatest. This

is equivalent to assuming that the estimate of the underlying process was known with

certainty rather than being approximated. In general, batch TD(0) converges to the
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certainty equivalence estimate. This helps explain why TD methods converge more

quickly than Monte Carlo methods.

4.3.4 Sra: On-Policy TD Control

I

As with Monte Carlo method, the need to trade of exploration and exploitation is

faced, and again approaches fall into two main classes: on-policy and off-policy.

The first step is to learn an action-value function rather than a state-value

function. It is straightforward to design an on-policy control algorithm based on Sarsa

prediction methods. As in all on-policy methods, the action values for the behavior policy

are estimated, and at the same time the behavior policy is changed toward greediness

with respect to the action values [19].

Note that Monte Carlo methods cannot easily be used on this task because

termination is not guaranteed for all policies. If a policy were ever found that caused the

agent to stay in the same state, then the next episode would never end. Step-by-step

learning methods such as Sarsa do not have this problem because they quickly learn

during the episode that such policies are poor, and switch to something else.

4.3.5 QJ,earning: Off-Policy TD Control

One of the most important breakthroughs in reinforcement learning was the

development of an off-policy TD control algorithm known as Q-learning. In this case, the

learned action-value function, independent of the policy being followed, directly

approximates the optimal action-value function [19].

This simplifies the analysis of the algorithm and enables early convergence

proofs. The policy still has an effect in that it determines which state-action pairs are
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visited and updated. However, all that is required for correct convergence is that all pairs

continue to be updated.

In Q-learning, one maintains a table assigning a value to every state-action pair.

At each step one chooses an action probabilistically with preference for the one of the

highest value and thus learns by updating the value estimated, improving the ,value

estimate at time t using the value estimate at time t + 1 [19].

Hayek 1, as we will see in later sections, is isomorphic to Q-learning if one only

allows agents with condition valid on exactly one state. It then stores exactly the same

information, and learns in exactly the same way: by backup from end states. Hayek's 1

search is randomized by the introduction of new agents.

4.3.6 Conclusion

We have discussed TD methods entirely within the context of reinforcement

learning, but TD methods are actually more general than this. They are general methods

for learning to make long-term predictions about dynamic systems. For example, TD

methods may be relevant to predicting financial data, life spans, election outcomes,

weather patterns, animal behavior, demands on power stations, or customer purchases. It

was only when TD methods were analyzed as pure prediction methods, independent of

their use in reinforcement learning that their theoretical properties first came to be well

understood. Even so, these other potential applications of TD learning have not yet been

extensively explored.
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CHAPTER V

Artificial Economy

Although using reinforcement learning techniques was successful in many

domains, this is not the case in Blocks Worlds Problem, because BW has a huge space,

and the use of a linear evaluation function is not possible. The work described here is

based on Artificial Economy, a technique developed by Baum to instill intelligence in

computer programs.

5.1 Introduction

In many of his publications, Eric Baum has argued that intelligence can be

obtained as result of the collaboration among cooperating agents working in an economy.

The incentive of each agent in the economy is to increase his own wealth. A program to

solve the Tower of Hanoi, for example, will consist of many agents where each agent is

made of a triplet of the form <configuration, bid, action>. These configurations are

representations of the game at different stages, the bids are numerical values, and the

actions are segments of code taking the game from one representation to another. The

target configuration is the one bringing the world to a successful end. Once trained,

Baum's systems instantly solve novel instances [9].

5.2 Artificial Economy Model

The first explicit proposal of an economic analog of the mind was the Holland's

Classifier System. This system suffered from distorted incentives and it was empirically

disappointing. In it, many rules acted simultaneously. All rules active at the same time-

shared payoff from the world. Note that "the tragedy of the commons" besets economies

whenever property is held in common, i.e., everybody's incentive is to overgraze
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communal field even though the long run effect is to destroy the resource. In Holland

Classifier Systems, each rule has an incentive to be active even at the expense of

lowering overall payoff. Modified Holland Classifiers were able to learn multistage

problem, with end payoff only. But even these systems never succeeded in their goal of

dynamically chaining modules together because of misallocation of credit. The next step

was to move to a more powerful language conserving money and strong property,rights
[6].

"Hayek Machine" is proposed and tested on a simulated BW problem. This is

where Baum started work. In it large computational tasks are broken down into smaller

components, components coordinate, and the system can thus gain knowledge. This

happens if the components, which we call "agents", are given rewards, so that they learn

what and when to contribute. The problem is formalized as RL where the learner interacts

with an environment it can sense and take actions on, and which makes "money"

payments when a series of correct actions puts it is the right state. The goal, therefore, is

to earn money efficiently, thus "economy" [6].

Hayek consists of a collection of agents, initialized at random. Each agent is

composed of a sequence of rules, a wealth, and a numerical bid. Computation proceeds

on a series of auctions. In each auction:

• the action of the agent with the highest bid is applied transforming it to a new

state

• it pays its bid to the previous active agent

• it receives any reinforcement offered by the world

New agents are created randomly and are assigned a numeric bid using bid-F,

procedure: the first time a new agent has a rule that matches, the agent is assigned a bid c

higher than all competing bids. The new agent thus wins that auction, and its bid is then

fixed. The program would then consist of many agents. Each agent is made of a triplet of

the form <configuration, bid, action> where configurations are representation of the game

at different stages, bids are numerical values, and actions are segments of code that take
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the game from one representation to another. The target configuration is the one that

brings the world successfully to an end. Of course, the agent cannot execute its action

until it bids and wins the right to make its change. Therefore, at each step the game is

auctioned to the highest bidder. In each auction, each agent simulates the execution of its

code-segment on the current configuration and returns a non negative number. This

number can be thought of as the agent's estimate of the value of the state its execution

would reach. The agent bids an amount X The agent with the highest bid wins the

auction. The action of the highest bidder is applied to the world transferring it to the new

state. The agent is only motivated by increasing its wealth by making additional money

when it sells the world later to the next bidder, i.e., the winning agent in each auction

pays its bid to the winner of the previous auction. Thus we are driven to a picture where a

set of agents pass around rewards; i.e., economy [9].

All agents are accessed a tax that is proportional to the amount of computation

they have done. This is done in order to promote evolution of efficient agents. This

should force agent evolution to be sensitive to computational cost as to promote evolution

of efficient agents. On the other hand, since tax represents small leak of money out of the

system, it must be kept very small or else if money leaks out quickly, the entire system
collapses [9].

Any agent with less money than it was initiated with is removed and its money

returned to its creator. In other words, any agent having negative wealth, that agent is

removed from the system. In other words, a new agent can enter Hayek's economy if and

only if the he increases Hayek's overall wealth production. Thus does the "invisible

hand". The system is thus set so that everything is owned by some agent, property rights

are respected (e.g.: an agent owning the world can refuse to sell by outbidding other

agents), and money is conserved (what one pays, another receives). It is worth to know

that some previous multi-agent systems that did not enforce property rights; i.e. they

allowed multiple agents to be active at the time payment is made did not succeed, as if

there would be no clear title to payments from the world, which are then typically divided

among all active agents. This is a recipe for "Tragedy of the Commons", since all agents
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want to be active when payment is expected whether or not their actions harm the system.

We know that the "Tragedy of the Commons" phenomenon besets economies whenever

property is held on common. Everybody's incentive is to overgraze a communal field

even though the long run effect is to destroy the resource. Likewise each rule has

incentive to be active even at the expense of lowering overall payoff Experiments by

Baum show that if his system is modified to violate the principles of conservation of

money and strong property right, performance immediately breaks. Irrational agents are

exploited and go broke. The surviving agents are those that collaborate with others to

extract money from the world. If money leaks out of the system too fast (e.g.: tax is too

high), the economy collapses as property rights get violated, and the system dies. If

money is not conserved in a positive fashion, for example, by introducing new agents

with extremely supplied money, ... cooperation in solving problems from the world

disappears. Note that the agent's bids must get larger the later they are used in an

instance, and may not be made high in order to prioritize an agent, precisely so that it will

be used early. Thus the intermediate payoff allows greater flexibility in representation
[5].

Any rule not used in some living agent, or not applicable in the last 1000 instance,

is removed. Also, an agent whose wealth exceeds some upper value "W" can fork

additional sub-agents and have them work for him. Those subagents will be made to pay

some percentage of their profit to their creator. Thus the number of agents in the system

varies, with agents remaining as long as they have been profitable. In the limit the only

agents in the system are those that collaborate with others to extract money from the

game efficiently. The code segments of the surviving agents comprise the rules of the

game. Once trained, Baum's system instantly solve novel instances, much as humans

spend years learning to speak, but then utter appropriate sentences without reflection [5].

Several versions of "Hayek" have been implemented throughout the past years:

• Hayek 1 used simple agents, and because of dynamic stability problem could only

solve large BW problems when given intermediate reward for partial progress.
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• Hayek 2 used assembler language implementation and proved ineffective and

incomprehensible to humans.

• Hayek 3 used agents computing S-expressions. This model was not Turing

complete, and so the system could not produce a program capable of solving

arbitrary instances.

• Hayek 4 learned and returned a program for a PostProduction System. The pattern

matching ability of the Post System appears powerful and potentially of wide

application. It involved arbitrary block stacking problems. The program consisted

of about five learned rules and some learned control information. Hayek 4 proved

to be Turing complete and the Post system is still evolving to match structural

properties of the system that may be difficult to express numerically, unlike S-

expressions which perform numerical computations. The success of Hayek 4

shows that the economic model we consider is able to assign credit and achieve

deep chaining of agents and solutions of hard BW problems. After a day of

computation, Hayek 4 learned a program capable of solving BW instances. It

solved random, new, 100-block instances in several seconds. Note that, in the

PostProduction system version, the connections between values and state were

less obvious, since each agent bid a constant value. However, they succeeded in

evolving actions and bids so that each agent participating in the general solution is

profitable, meaning that the numerical bid and the condition specifying in which

states the agent chooses to bid together estimate the remaining steps to be done to

finish the game. It does not explicitly calculate in each circumstance how to finish

the task, but it evolves formula that sense the world and estimate how close it is to

finishing the task [5].

In general, the BW problem simulates the following physical situation: a "table"

contains s = 4 stacks of blocks, each of c colors. The 0th stack is a "goal" stack. Hayek

controls a hand, which if empty, picks the top block off any stack, but the goal, and it

may drop its block on any stack, but the goal. Hayek's object is to copy the 0th stack in

the 1st target position. The simplest method for choosing bids is that each agent when

created is assigned a fixed bid. To speed up learning, agents are created without an
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have to deal with the instances it was handling. Since B is profitable, we know

it at least achieves reward better on average than its bid, which was higher

than A's bid. But we have no control whatever on how much worse C's

performance may be than A's. On the other hand, C's performance may be

better than A's. By definition, A was overvaluing these instances. Therefore it

was not valuing them accurately, and was not earning as much money from

them as it was elsewhere, perhaps because it was mishandling them.

Nonetheless, cherry picking does not seem to be a great problem in practice

for this system for two reasons:

First, new entries tend on average to improve performance: the new agent is

by definition profitable and at a higher bid than the old agents are. If we

assume there is no particular correlation between where the new agent wins

the bid and where the old agents are underbidding, then it would follow that

new agents improve performance on average. Thus the entry of B typically

has the benefit of making the overall estimation of value states more accurate.
Second, if the new agent actually does discover where a region is of high

profitability, this is an important discovery. Such a region might typically tell

Hayek a lot about the world. Hayek may then create a mutated version of the

new agent that exploits the characteristics of the new region better than it was

before. This kind of division of the states of the world in semantically sensible

ways is exactly what we are trying to discover and exploit [6].

Another point worth mentioning is that parameter settings impact the probability

of finding useful rules. Fixing these parameters has the feeling of fixing process, which

can cause inefficiencies in economics.
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5.3 Conclusion

Let us now summarize some systems that have been worked upon to implement
BW problem:

Meta learning is a more complex approach where new agents are created

by existing agents, rather than as simple mutations of existing agents. The

problem was that the space of programs was enormous and had a bumpy

fitness landscape, making it inherently difficult to search it did not thus

view the system as an economy, so did not correctly compensate its meta-

agents, resulting in distorted incentives. As a result, meta learning was

proposed as a possible solution, and the economy was able to support

some degree of it, but to date it is not able to extend the overall abilities of

Hayek.

Q learning was inapplicable because there are combinational number of

states, among which there is a single goal state.

TD systems could not utilize any form of perfect credit verification either.

They exhibited speculative bubbles in bids and crashes, but could not

solve BW problem with more than a few blocks.

Finally, Hayek learned to solve problems involving 8 blocks with only payoffs

upon completion of instances, or 11 blocks, with incremental payoff. If augmented with

useful solution, Hayek in fact finds one, and one that is further more computationally

efficient for almost all instances. The knowledge is not given, and is one of the main

things it has to learn, thus simulating the evolution of "thinking".
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CHAPTER VI

Developing  a Prototype

This chapter develops a prototype based on the Artificial Economy framework to

solve the Blocks World problem.

6.1 The Blocks World Problem (BW)

In the Blocks World problem, each instance contains four stacks of colored

blocks. The leftmost stack, stack 0, serves as the goal stack. The other three stacks

contain, among them, the same multi-set of colored blocks as stack 0. The agent can pick

up or grab the top block on any but stack 0, and place or drop the block on top of any

stack but 0. The agent takes actions until it asserts "done". If the agent copies stack 0 to

stack 1 and states "done", it receives a reward. Note that the goal is to discover an

algorithm capable of solving random instances of the BW problem.

goal stack	 stack 1	 stack 2 stack 4

Fig 8.1	 A Blocks World Instance of 4 stacks and 4 colors
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6.2 Rules

Each agent is made of n triplets, where each triplet is of the form <configuration,

bid, action> where configurations are representation of the game at different stages, bids

are numerical values, and actions are segments of code that take the game from one

representation to another. The target configuration is the one that brings the cvorld
successfully to an end.

The configuration in our case is, Ifk rows in stack 1 match the k rows in stack 0
The action then is to grab the top blockfrom stack m, ifnot empty, and drop it on top of
stackj.

where k, m, andj are randomly assigned variables.

Note that after x instances, a percentage X of the rules are regenerated, i.e. the
variables k, m, andj are randomly reassigned.

6.3 The Bidding and the Estimation Functions

The agents have to learn to make a reasonable estimate of the world, or the system

will not function. We here supply the function "Num Correct" (NC).

"Num Correct" is a powerful hand-coded feature which returns the current

number of correct blocks on stack 1, i.e. the largest integer q such that the bottom q

blocks of the goal stack and stack 1 agree in color [6].

The bid is then calculated as: bid A *NC+B

where

H	 n

A1 = 	 y(i+1)/i	 or	 A2	 (i+1)2 / i 2

i=1	 i=1
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A could be A1 or A2 according to a variable set at the beginning of the program.
Meanwhile, y is equal to 1 if the block on the stack 1 at position x matches the block on

the goal stack at position x; it is zero otherwise.

B is updated every time the agent makes a bid. If the agent receives a reward, then B is

increased by e otherwise B is decreased by e. Thus B acts as a punishment for wrong
actions.

Once the rule has been estimated and selected among all the other rules, the

bidding function uses the estimated value to calculate the bidding value.

6.4 Children

An agent whose wealth exceeds some upper value W can fork additional sub-

agents, children, and have them work for him. Those children will pay some percentage

of their profit to their parents.

6.5 Taxes

All agents are assessed tax proportional to the amount of computation they have

done. This forces agent evolution to be sensitive to computational cost.
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6.6 Wealth

After each solution of a Blocks World problem, there is a choice of either clearing

the wealth of all agents, or keeping them as they are for the next run. Also, non-

participating agents could be dropped every n iterations.

Fj

6.7 Pseudo-code

The following is a pseudo-code for the BW problem:

Let n be the number of blocks used in the game, m the number of rules per agent,
and k the number of different colors.

1. Fix n,rn, and k.

2. Generate an instance of the Blocks World problem of n block, k colors,
and a starting configuration of this Blocks World problem. Initialize the

world's owner to zero.

3. Let t be the number of agents whose world configuration matches the

current state of the world.

4. if t 0 then generate a new agent with m rules. Set agent's initial wealth
to zero.

If t 1 and that agent's wealth is zero (first time winner), then set its

wealth to 1.

If t> 1 then let each agent, selected in 3, bid for the world. if any of these

winning agents is a first time winner, then set its wealth to max.bid + E, as
to encourage new agents to join the game.

5. Select a highest bidder and make it pay its bid to the previous owner (if it

exists). if that previous owner is a child, it may pay a percentage to its

parent. This agent will now become the new owner of the world.
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6. Update the estimation function.

7. The new owner executes its actions on the world, transforming it to a new
state.

8. If the new state is the goal configuration, then the agent collects all

rewards from the world and declares the game as over. Go to 1 to solve

another instance of this Blocks World problem.

9. The winner agent pays a tax proportional to the action it has performed.

This tax will be distributed evenly to all active agents.

10. For all active agents do:

if an agent's wealth exceeds some upper bound W, the agent can generate

a child and give it a percentage of its wealth. The child will then pay some

percentage of its profit to its parent. Also, at any time, if a child's wealth

falls below some lower bound, it is removed from the system and its

wealth is returned to its parent.

11. If an agent's wealth falls below some threshold, that agent is removed

from the system.

12. For all active agents, change and mutate rules.

13. If the agent did not participate forj iterations, it will be removed from the

system, and its wealth will be leaked from the system.

14. Goto3.
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CHAPTER VII

Experimental Results

In this chapter, we present some experimental results which were performed on

the Blocks World problem. These results were based on several varying parameters

which helped us find useful rules and an efficient algorithm for solving the BW problem.

7.1 Estimation Function Experimentation

As we mentioned in the previous chapter, the agents must learn to make a

reasonable estimate of the world, else the system will not function.

We here supply the function "Num Correct" (NC) which returns the current number of

correct blocks on stack 1.

The estimation function is thus defines as:

bid = A *NC+XB

where

n	 n

Al ' y(i+1)/i	 or
	

A2=y(i+1)2/j2

i= 1
	

i= 1

A could be A1 or A2 according to a variable set at the beginning of the program.

Moreover, -y is equal to 1 if the block on the stack 1 at position x matches the block on the

goal stack at position x; it is zero otherwise.

B is updated every time the agent makes a bid. If the agent receives a reward, then B is

increased by E otherwise B is decreased by E. Thus B acts as a punishment for wrong

actions and x is either 1 or -1. In other words, if the agent makes correct move, we add B

to A * NC, else B is subtracted.
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B is updated every time the agent makes a bid. If the agent receives a reward, then B is

increased by LI otherwise B is decreased by LI. Thus B acts as a punishment for wrong

actions and x is either 1 or -1. In other words, if the agent makes correct move, we add B

to A * NC, else B is subtracted.

Note that in this experiment, the system was trained to solve 20 instances simultaneously.

It took almost 2 days on a Pentium 3 computer running at 300 Mhz.

0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10

number of blocks

Fig 7.1 Estimation Function Experiment

The experiment shows that the graph is about a linear function for A 1 , but not so for A2,

which means that using A 1 for the estimation function is more stable than A2.

7.2 Epsilon or Punishment Experimentation

In this experiment, we vary B (epsilon), i.e. the cost of punishment is varied.

0 2 4 6 8 10

number of blocks
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Fig 7.2 Punishment Experiment

Note that for LI 0. 1, we get the best results, i.e., punishment should be a small factor.

7.3 Percentage Mutating Rules Experimentation

In this experiment, we vary the percentage of mutating the rules from 25% to

100%

number of blocks

mutate 25%

__- mutate 50%

-A--- mutate 100j

Fig. 7.3 Mutating Rule Experiment

The experiment shows that fixing the changing and mutation probalility to 25% leads to

the best results.

7.4 Tax Experimentation

Taxes are very important in economy. The question is, are they important in

Artificial Economy?
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Fig 7.4 Tax Experiment

We vary the tax from 10% to 50%.

The experiment shows that a tax value of 10% is fair, else the agents start to lose too

much of their wealth.

7.5 Children Experimentation

Any wealthy agent can create children. How often a child must be created?

We vary the probability from 10% to 50%.

-a	 3000
-	 2500

2000
1500

' 1000
M	 500

0
0 2 4 6 8 10

number of blocks

• child= 10%
• child = 20%

---child = 50%

Fig 7.5 Children Experiment



The best results are obtained when X = 20%.

7.6 Conclusion

In this section, we study the results of our prototype. We experiment with n 4, 6
and 8. The system solves 20 instances simultaneously. We sort the agents in decreasing

order of wealth and choose the wealthiest three. We report the rules that scored best.

n=4

Agent 402

Rule 1: the 1st 
row should match between stackl and the goal stack

Grab from stack 2, drop into stack 1

• Agent#1

Rule 1: the 3 rows should match between stack 1 and the goal stack

Grab from stack 3, drop into stack 1

Agent #403

Rule 3: the 4 rows should match between stacki and the goal stack

Grab from stack 2, drop into stack 1

n=6

• Agent# 593

Rule 2: the 1st 
row should match between stacki and the goal stack

Grab from stack 4, drop into stack 1

• Agent# 1758

Rule 2: the 1st 
row should match between stacki and the goal stack

Grab from stack 5, drop into stack 4

•
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• Agent# 969

Rule 3: the 5 rows should match between stack 1 and the goal stack

Grab from stack 5, drop into stack 1

n=8

• Agent# 1703

Rule 1: the 1st 
row should match between stack  and the goal stack

Grab from stack 4, drop into stack 2

• Agent# 1075

Rule 1: the 6 rows should match between stacki and the goal stack

Grab from stack 6, drop into stack 3
• Agent# 2003

Rule 2: the 1st row should match between stacki and the goal stack

Grab from stack 2, drop into stack 1

7.7 Algorithm

These rules can be used to generate an algorithm for the Blocks World problem.

Notice agents grab from stack 2 to drop into stacki as long as we do not have a full

match between the goal stack and stacki. Note also that agents grab from the l stack if

there is no match with the goal stack. Also note that all agents are trying to put correct

blocks on stack 1. Moreover, if no correct blocks exist on stackj, search continues from
stackj+1 , for j 2, 3.

If we want to build an algorithm, we can state the following:

FOR rows = 1 ton do

IFno correct match exist between stack[1] and the goal stack THEN

empty from stack[]]

END LOOP
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WHILEfull match does not exist between stackfl] and the goal stack do

FOR n = 2 to number of stacks do

FOR all blocks on stack[n] do

Search for the next correct block by moving blocks from

stack[n] to stack/max(n)J.

IFfound THEN

Drop it onto stack[l].

END IF

END LOOP

END LOOP

END LOOP
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CHAPTER VIII

Conclusion

The main goal of this thesis was to generate an algorithm that would solve Blocks

Word problems based on Artificial Economy. The thesis discussed the behaviorof an

economy from a Reinforcement Learning approach. The literature review covered many

facts about Reinforcement Learning and touched briefly other approaches. The economy

was based on Eric Baum's techniques.

The experiments studied the effect of reward, punishment, tax and children. Thus,

they have reflected economy in real life. In other words, "Num Correct" proved to be a

useful approach, punishment seemed to play an important role for agents to learn from

their mistakes, fixing and mutating rules helped agent to take better steps, and tax helped

promoting the evolution of efficient agents.

All this drove a picture where a set of agents passed around reward, i.e. economy.

For future research, we are interested in developing a prototype, based on

Artificial Economy framework, which solves the stock bidding problem.
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APPENDIX

#ifndef VARlncluded
#define VARlncluded

const Instances
const ArraySize
const RuleNumber
const Epsilon
const MutatePer
const NewRuleMutate

= 20;	 // number of instances played
= 4;	 // array size
= 4;	 // number of rules per agent
= 10;	 // epsilon value
= 4;	 // percentage of rule mutation
= 4;	 // percentage of new rule mutation

// # of iterations after which non-participating agents are dropped
const Iteration	 = 10000;

const NumberOfTurns = 10000; // # of turns before halting the game
const CalculateA	 = 0;	 // 0 for 1st choice-otherwise any value
const Tax	 = 10;	 // percentage of Tax
const firstWinners = 5	 // # of first winning agents to be printed
const clearWealth = 0;	 // 1 to clear the wealth-otherwise any value
const ChildPercent = 10;	 // percentage of child's returns to parents

#endif



#ifndef VARlncluded
#include "variable.h
#endif

#ifndef EW_Woridlncluded
#include "bw_world .h
#endi £

#ifndef Agentlncluded
#include agent .h
#endif

#include <iostream.h>
#include <conio.h>
	 I

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <string.h

void main ()
{

Agent	 an—agent;

mt instance = 0;
mt counter;
mt num_match;
mt multiplier:
bool BW_solved;

while (instance	 Instances) {

if (clearwealth == 1) {
an_agent.clearwealthQ;

}

multiplier = 1;
num_match = 0;

BW_World a_world;

// start
a_world .generateWorldQ;
a_world. printWorld Q;

BW world solution
while solution not found

counter = 0;

do {
// initialize the match of agents
an_agent. initMatchAgent Q;

// find how many match
num_match = an_agent.nuxriMatch (a_world);

switch (nuin_match) {

// if n = 0
case 0: // generate a new agent of wealth 0

an_agent .generateNewAgent (a_world);
break;

// if n = 1 -- one agent is playing
case 1: an_agent.newOwner(a_world);

if (an_agent.execute_ == true) {
// if first time winner then set its wealth to 1



an_agent .setWealthToOne Q;

// calculate NC
an—agent. numCorrect (a _world);

// find min BID and WEALTH
an_agent .minflidWealth ();
an_agent .setNewOwner (& a world);
// execute action
an_agent .executeAction (&a_world);
an_agent .createChild(a_wcrld);

}

// print
a_world. printWorld Q;

break;

//if n > 1
default:// agents bid: calaculate each A'NC + B

an_agent .calculateBid (a_world);

// find max bidder and make him new owner
an_agent . findMaxBidder t);

// set new owner
an_agent .newOwner(a_world);
if (ari_agent.execute_ == true) {

an_agent .mmnBidWealthO;
an_agent.setNewOwner(& a_world);
// new owner executes its action
an_agent .executeAction (&a_world);
an_agent .createChild(a_world);

}

print
a_world . printWorld Q;

break;
}

EW_solved = a_world .checkflW_Solved Q;

counter = counter + 1;
if (counter == Iteration 	 multiplier) {

multiplier = multiplier + 1;
an_agent . dropAgent Q;
an_agent .mutateRule (a_world);
an_agent .distributeTax(&a_world);

}
} while (8W—solved == false && counter 1= NumberOfTurns);

instance = instance + 1;
}

cout <<	 We are done ..	 << endl;
cout <<	 RESULTS	 ...	 << endl;
getch);
an_agent .printResult ();

getch Q;
}



#ifndef VARlncluded
#include "variable.h
#endif

#i £ndef BW_Worldlncluded
#define BW_Worldlncluded

class BWWorld {
friend class Agent;
public:

BW_World	 ();
void generateWorld Q; // generate a world
void printWorld Q; // print the currenct world
bool checkBW_Solved Q;// check if world is solved

private:
mt k;	 // number of colors
mt n;	 // number of blocks
mt dividend_;	 // used to calculate A
float taxCollector_; // variable for summing Tax
int. bw_world[ArraySize] [ArraySize];
bool BWsolved_;

#endif



#ifndef VARlncluded
#include "variable.h"
#end if

#ifndef BW_Worldlncluded
#include "bw_world .h
#end if

#include <iostream.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdiib.h>
#inciude <time.h>
#include <string.h>	 ri

BW_Worid :: BW_World () {

mt i;
mt 3;

n	 = ArraySize;
dividend_	 = 0;
taxCollector_ = 0;

for (1 = 0; i <= n-i; i -H-) {

for (j = 0; j <= n-i; j -H-) {
bw_worid[i]{j] = 0;

}

}

void BW_Worid ::generateWorld () 	 {

mt 1;
mt col;
mt row;

// generate colors : k
srand(time(0));
k = 1 + rand()	 (n-i);

// calculate dividend
for (i = 1; i <= n; i +-i-) {

if (CalcuiateA == 1) {
dividend_ = dividend_ + i;

}
else
{

dividend = dividend_ + (i*i);
}

}

generate a starting configuration of SW world
srand(time(0));

for (i = 0 i <= n-i; i i-+) {

bw_world[i][0] = 1 + rand()	 k; // 1 - 3
do {

col = 1 + rand() Z (n-i); 	 // 1 - 3
row = rand()	 (n);	 /7 0 - 3

}
while ((bw_world[row+i] [coi] == 0 && row != n-i)

(bw_world[row]{col] H 0));
bw_world [row] [coi] = bw_worid[i] [0];

}

void SW—World	 printWorld () {



jot i;
jot 1;

for (i = 0; i <= n-i; i ++) {
cout << --------------------------<< endi;
for (j	 0; j <= n-i; j ++) {

	

cout << bwworid{i] [j ] <<	 I

cout << endi;
}
cout << ------------------------ThX: << taxCollector_

<< endi;
}
	

Ed

bool BW_World::checkBW_Solved () {

mt i;

BW_solved = true;
i = 0;
while (i <= n - 1 && BW_solved_ == true) {

if (bw_world[iJ(0)	 bw_world[i][1]) {
BW_solved_ = false;

}
i = i + 1;

}
return BW_solved_;

}



#ifndef BW_Worldlncluded
#include "bw world. h

n di £

#i £ndef AentInclude.d
#define Agentlncluded

class Agent {
public:

Agent	 Q;
void clearWealth	 Q;	 // clear the wealth
void initMatchAgent Q;	 // initialize match of agents
mt numMatch (const BW_World); // find # of matching agents
void setWealthToOne();	 // case first time winner
void numCorrect(const BW_World);// calculate NC_ If

void minflidWealth ; // find xnin(Bid Wealth)
void newOwner(const BW_World); // check for a new owner
void setNewOwner(BW_World *); // assign a new owner
void generateNewAgent (const BW_World); // generate new agent
void createChild (const BW_World);	 // create a child
void executeAction (BW_World *); // execute action on World

void calculateBid (const BW_World);// cal. bid of each agent

void findMaxBidderO;
void dropAgent;
void mutateRule(const BW_World);
void distributeTax (BW_World
void printResult;

bool execute_;

private:
struct agent_struct {

find maximum bidder
drop agents
mutate rules
distribute tax evenly
print resulting world

long mt ID;
float	 A;
float	 B;
float	 bid;
float	 wealth;
float	 W_init;	 // initial wealth
mt	 grab[RuleNumber};	 // grab array for each rule
mt	 drop [RuleNumber];	 // drop array for each rule
mt	 rule{RuleNumber][4]; // rule array
mt	 match; // 1 for MATCHING; 0 for NOT MATCHING
long mt playCount;	 // times of participation
bool	 participate; // boolean for participation
mt	 lastRule;	 // last rule number used
long mt child;	 // child ID if any
agent _struct *nextptr;

*firstptr, *agent *owner, *new_agent,
*newagents *bidder, *play, *parent,
*new_child.. *children, *play_child;

mt NC_;	 // Num Correct
long mt numMatch_;
long mt identity_;
long mt agent_num_;

#end if



#ifndef AentIncluded
#include agent.h
#endi £

#include <iostreaiu.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdlibh>
#include <time.h>
#include <strin9.h>

Agent :: Agent () {

mt i;
mt j;

identity_ = 0;
agent_num_ = 0;
numMatch_ = 0;

initialize header
firstPtr new aent_struct;
firstPtr->ID	 = 0;
firstPtr->A	 = 0;
firstptr->B	 = 0;
firstPtr->bid	 = 0;
firstPtr->wealth = 0;
firstPtr->W_init = 0;
firstPtr->playCount = 0;
firstPtr->participate = false;
firstPtr->lastRule = -1;
firstPtr->child	 = 0;
for (i = 0; i <= RuleNumber - 1; i ++) {

	

firstPtr->rab[i)	 = 0;

	

firstPtr->drop[i]	 = 0;
}
firstPtr->niatch = 0;
for (i = 0; i <= RuleNuiuber - 1; 1 ++) {

for (j = 0; j <= 3; j ++) {
firstPtr->rule{i]{j] = 0;

}
}
firstPtr->nextPtr = 0;

initialize owner
owner = new aent_struct;
owner->ID	 = -1;
owner->A	 = 0;
owner->B	 = 0;
owner->bid	 = 0;
owner->wealth = 0;
owner->W_init = 0;
owner->playCount = 0;
owner->participate = false;
owner->lastRule = -1;
owner->child	 0;
for (i = 0 1 <= RuleNuniber - 1; i + i-) {

	

owner->grab[i]	 = 0;

	

owner->drop[iJ	 = 0;
}
owner->match	 = 0;
for (i = 0; i <= RuleNumber - 1; 1 ++) {

for (j = 0; j <= 3; j 4-f) {
owner->rule[i][j] = 0;

}
}
owner->nextPtr = 0;



}

void Agent :: clearWealth () {

agent = firstPtr;
do {

agent->wealth = 0;
agent->Winit = 0;
agent = agent->nextPtr;

} while (agent H 0);
}

void Agent :: initMatchAgent () {

mt i;

// initialize the match" of agents
agent	 firstPtr;
do {

agent->niatch = 0;
for (i = 0; i <= RuleNumber - 1; i ++) {

agent->rule[iJ[1] = 0;
}
agent = agent->nextPtr;

} while (agent	 0);
}

mt Agent ::nuniMatch (const BW_World world) {

mt i;
mt n;
mt counter;
bool ans_match;

// find how many match
agent	 = firstPtr->nextPtr;
nuniMatch_ = 0;
if (agent != 0 ) f

n = world.n - 1;
do {

i	 0;
ans_match = false;
while (i <= RuleNuniber - 1 && ans_match == false) {

counter =
while (counter != n - agent->ruls[i]{0] &&

world.bw_world[counter] [0] ==
world.bwworld[counter][l]) {

counter = counter - 1;
}
if (counter == n - agent->rule[i][0]) {

agent->rule[i][l] = 1;
ans match = true;
agent->match = 1;
nunilviatch_ = nuniMatch + 1;

I-
i = i + 1;

}
agent = agent->nextPtr;

} while (agent != 0);
}

return numMatch_;
}

void Agent::setWealthToone () {

agent = firstPtr;



while (agent->nextPtr	 U && agent->match H 1) {
agent = agent->nextPtr;

if (agent->participate == false && agent->match == 1) {
// He is a first time player
agent->wealth = 1;

}
I.

void Agent ::numCorrect (const EW_Worid world) {

mt i;

agent->A = 0;
for (i = 0; i <= world.n-l; i++) {

if (world.bw_world[i][03 == world.bw_world[i][l]) {
NC_ = NC_ + 1;
if (CalculateA == 1) {

agent->A = agent->A + (i+l);

}
else
{

agent->A = agent->A + ((i + 1)*(i + 1));

}
}

}

agent->A = agent->A / world.dividend_;

}

void Agent ::minflidWealth () {

agent->bid = agent->A NC_ + agent->B;
if (agent->participate == false) {

agent->wealth = 1;

}

if (agent->bid > agent->wealth) {
agent->bid = agent->wealth;

}
}

void Agent::newOwner (const BW_World world) {

j ilt i;
mt j;
bool solve;
mt mutate;
mt grab—row;
mt drop—row;
mt grab;

agent = firstPtr;
while (agent->nextPtr H U && agent->match 	 1) {

agent = agent->nextPtr;

}

1 = 0;
while (agent->rule{i] [1] 1= 1) {

j = i + 1;
}

grab—row = U;
drop—row = -1;
while (world . bw_world[grb_row][ageflt_>91[h]I == 0 &&



grab—row <= worldn - 1) {
grab row grab_row + 1;

}

if (grab—row	 world.n) {
execute_ = false;
// Trying to find a new grab by mutating rule
srarid(time(0));
mutate = rand() Z MutatePer;
if (mutate == 0) {

do {
grab = 1 + rand()	 (world.n

} while (grab == agent->drop[i]);
agent->grab[i] = grab;

}
return;

}

if (agent->grab[i] == 1) {
execute_ = true;
j = world.n - 1;
solve = true;

while (world.bw_world[j)[l] != 0 &&
j 1= -1 && solve == true) {
if (world.bw_world[j][0] != world.bw_world[j][l]) {

solve = false;
}

}
if (solve == true) {

execute_ = false;
// Trying to find a new grab by mutating rule
srand(ti.me(0));
mutate = rand() Z MutatePer;
if (mutate == 0) {

do {
grab = 1 + rand() Z (world.n - 1);

} while (grab == agent->drop[i]);
agent->grab{i] = grab;
}

}
}

else
{

execute_ = true;
}

}

void Agent: :setNew0wner (BW_World *world) {

mt i;

i = 0;
while (agent->rule[i][l] 1= 1) {

i = i + 1;
}

if (owner->ID	 -1) {	 // there has been an owner before
owner->wealth = owner->wealth + agent->bid;
world->taxCollector_ = world->taxCollector_ +

(agent->bid * Tax/100);
owner->rule{owner-)lastRule] [3] =

owner->rule[owner-->lastIule] [3] +
static _cast <int> (agent->bid) -
static _cast <int> (agent->bid * Tax/100);

if (owner == agent) {
owner->B = owner->B + (Epsilon/10);



}
else
{

if (owner->bid	 agent->bid) {
owner->B = owner->E + (Epsilon/10);

}
else
{

owner->B = owner->B - (Epsilon/10);
}

}
agent->wealth = agent->wealth - agent->bid -

(agent->bid * Tax / 100);
}
else
{

world->taxCollector_ = world->taxCollector +
(agent->bid * Tax/100);

agent->wealth = agent->wealth - (agent->bid * Tax/100);
}

agent->rule[i]{2] = agent->rule[i][2J + 1;
agent->lastRule = i;
agent->participate = true;
agent->playCount = agent->playCount + 1;
if (agent->playCount == 1) {	 // initialize w_init

for child processing
agent->W_init = agent->wealth;

}
if (agent->child	 0) {

agent->wealth = agent->wealth -
(agent->wealth * ChildPercent/100);

parent = firstPtr;
while (parent->ID 	 agent->child) {

parent = parent->nextPtr;
}
parent->wealth = parent->wealth +

(agent->wealth * ChildPercent/lOO);
}
owner = agent;

}

void Agent::generateNewAgent (const BW_World world) {

mt i;
mt rule _num;
mt grab;
mt drop;

// Generating a new agent

identity_. = identity_ + 1;
agent_num_ = agent_num_ + 1;

new—agent new agent_struct;
new_agent->ID = identity_;
new—agent->A = 0;
new—agent->B = 1;

srand (time(0));
for (i = O i <= RuleNumber - 1; i ++) {

rule_num = 1 + rand()	 (world.n) ;	 // 1 - 4
new_agent->rule[i][0] = rule_num;
new_agent->rule[i][1] = 0; // matches yes or no
new_agent->rule[i][2] = 0; // frequency of occurence
new_agent->rule[i][3] = 0; // sum of returns

}



srand (time(0));
For (i = CI ; i <= Rule-Number - 1; ± ++) {

do {
grab = 1 + rand()	 (world.n-l);	 // 1 - 3
drop = 1 + rand()	 (world.n-1);	 // 1 - 3

} while (grab == drop);

	

new_agent->grab[i]	 grab;

	

new_agent->drop[i]	 drop;
}

new_agent->bid	 = 0;
new_agent->wealth = 0;
new_agent->W_init = 0;
new_agent->match = 0;
new_agent->playCount = 0;
new_agent->lastRule = -1;
new_agent->participate = false;
new_agent->child = 0;
new_agent->nextPtr = 0;
agent = F irstPtr;
i = 0;
while (agent->nextptr =0) {

agent = agent->nextPtr;
i = i + 1;

}
if (i = 0)	 {

firstPtr->nextPtr = new agent;
}
else {

agent->nextPtr = new—agent;
}

}

void Agent::createChild (const BW_World world) {

mt i;
mt rule_nuni;
mt grab;
mt drop;

if (owner->wealth >= ChildPercent * owner->W_init) {
// Generating a child

identity_ = identity_ + 1;
agent_num_ = agent_num_ + 1;

new _child = new agent_struct;
new _child->ID = identity_;
new _child->A = owner->A;
new—child->B = owner->B;

srand (time(0));
for (i = 0; i <= RuleNumber - 3; i +4-) {

rule_num = 1 + rand() 	 (world.n) ;	 // 1 - 4
new_child->rule[i][0] = rule_num;
new_child->rule[i][1] = 0;
new_child->rule[i] [2] 	 0;	 // frequency of occurence
new_child->rule[i][3] = 0; 	 // sum of returns

}
for (i = RuleNumber - 2; i<= RuleNumber - 1; i++) {

new_child->rule[i][0] = owner->rule[i][0];
new_child->rule[i][1] = owner->rule[i][1];
new_child->rule[i][2] = owner->rule[i][2];
new_child->rule[i][3] = owner->rule[i][3];

}

ri



srand (tinie(0));
for (i = C ; i <= P.uleNunther - 1; 1 -4--f) {

do {
grab = 1 + rand() Z (world.n-l); 	 /7 1 - 3

drop = 1 + rand() Z (world.n-1) ; 	 /7 1 - 3

} while (grab == drop);

	

new _child->grabi]	 = grab;

	

new_child->drop[i}	 = drop;

}
new_child->bid	 = 0;
new_child->wealth = owner->W_init;
new _child->W_init = owner->W_init;
new_child->match = 0;
new_Child->playCount 	 0;
new_child->lastRule	 -1;
new_child->participate = false;
new_child->child = owner->ID;
new_child->nextPtr = 0;
agent = firstPtr;
i = 0;
while (agent->nextPtr =O) {

agent = agent->nextPtr;
i = i + 1;

}
if (i	 0)	 {

firstPtr->nextPtr = new_child;

}
else {

agent->nextPtr = new—Child;

}
}

}

void Agent :executeAction (flW_World *world) {

mt i;
mt grab—row;
mt drop—row;
mt grab;

i = 0;
while (owner->rule[i][l) H 1) {

i = i + 1;

}

grab—row = 0;
drop—row = -1;
while (orld _>bw_wOrld[grab_r0W ] [0_>1'[i]] == C &&

grab—row <= world->n - 1) {
grab_row = grab—row + 1;

}

grab = world_>bw_world[grab_r0W] [owner->grab[1I]
= 0;

do {
drop—row = drop—row + 1;

} while (wor1d_>bw_World[droP_r0W][0w0_>dI'0P[h]] = 0 &&
drop—row <= world->n - 1);

world_>bw_wor1d[droP_r0w_11[0_>th0P[1fl = grab;

}

void Agent::calculateBid (coust BW_World world) {

mt tempWorld [ArraySize] ArraySize};



mt
mt mutate;
mt
mt grab_row;
mt drop_row;
i.nt grab;

agent = firstPtr;
do {

for (i. = 0 ; i <= world.n - 1; i ++) {
for (j = 0; j <= world.n - 1; j ++ ) {

tempWorld[i][j] = world.bw_world[i]{j];
}

}

	
It

if (agent->match == 1) {
if (agent->participate == false) {

agent->wealth = 1 + Epsilon;
}
i = 0;

	

while (agent->rule[i][1J 	 1) {
i = i + 1;

}
grab—row = 0;
drop_row = -1;
while (tempWorld[grab_row][agent->grab[i] == U &&

grab—row <= world.n - 1) {
grab—row = grab—row + 1;

}

if (grab—row != world.n) {
grab = tempWorld[grab_row][agent->grab[i]];
tempWorld[grab_row}[agent->grab[i]] = 0;

do {
drop—row = drop—row + 1;

} while (tempWorld[drop_row][agent->drop[i]] == 0 &&
drop—row <= world.n - 1);

tempWorld[drop_row-l] [agent->drop[i]] = grab;

NC_ = U;
agent->A = 0;
for (i = 0; 1 <= world.n-1; i++) {

if (tempWorld[i][0] == tempWorld[i][1]) {
NC_ = NC_ + 1;
if (CalculateA == 1) {

agent->A = agent->A + (i+l);
}
else
{

	

agent->A	 agent->A + ((1+1) * (i+l));
}

}
}

agent->A = agent->A / world.dividend_;
mmnBidWealthQ;

}
}
else
{

Trying to find a new grab by mutating rule
srand(time(0));
mutate = rand() Z MutatePer;
if (mutate == U) {

do {
grab = 1 + rand()	 (world.n - 1);



} while (grab	 agent->drop[i]);
agent->grab[i] = grab;

}

agent= agent->nextPtr;
} while (agent 1= 0);

J.

void Agent::findMaxBidder () {

float max bid = 0;
jut bidder—found = 0;

// find max bidder and make him new owner
agent	 firstPtr;
do {

agent = agent->nextPtr;
if (agent->match	 1) {

if (agent->bid > max—bid) {
max _bid	 agent->bid;
bidder	 = agent;

}
}

} while (agent->nextPtr != 0);

agent = bidder;
}

void Agent ::dropAgent () {

bool found—child;

agent = firstPtr;
do {

if ( agent->nextPtr != U &&
((agent->nextPtr->participate == false) II
(agent->nextPtr->child != U && agent->nextPtr->wealth <=

l/ChildPercent * agent->nextPtr->W_init)

{
if (agent->nextPtr->child 1= 0 &&

agent->nextPtr->wealth <=
l/ChildPercent * agent->nextPtr->W_init)

{
parent = firstPtr;
while (parent->ID != agent->nextPtr->child &&

parent->nextPtr	 0) {
parent = parent->nextPtr;

}
parent->wealth = parent->wealth +

agent->nextPtr->wealth;

}
agent_flum_ agent_num_ - 1;
play = agent-)nextPtr;
agent->nextPtr = agent->nextPtr->nextPtr;
if (play->child != U) {

found child = false;
children = firstPtr;
do {

if (children->nextPtr->child = play->ID) {
agent_num_ = agent_num_ - 1;
play—child = children->nextPtr;
children->nextPtr = children->nextPtr->nextPtr;
delete play—child;
found—child = true;

}



else
{

children	 children->nextPtr;
I

}

	 } while (children->nextptr = U && found -child == false);

Drop agent
delete play;
agent = firstPtr;

}
else
{

agent = agent->nextPtr;
}

} while (agent->nextPtr	 0);
}

void Agent::mutateRule (const BW_World world) {

mt i;
mt mutate;
mt grab;
mt drop;
mt rule_num;

agent = firstPtr;
do {

for (i = 0; i <= RuleNumber - 1; i ++) {
if (gent->rule[i][2] > 0 ) {

// Mutating a rule
srand(time(0));

	

mutate rand() Z MutatePer; 	 // 25 Z
if (mutate == 0) {

// Mutating a rule
srand (time(0));
do {

grab = 1 + rand()	 (world.n-1); // 1 - 3
drop = 1 + rand() Z (world.n-l); // 1 - 3

} while (grab == drop);
agent->grab[i]	 grab;
agent->drop[i]	 = drop;

}
}

}
agent = agent->nextPtr;

} while (agent 1= 0);

agent = firstPtr;
do {

for (i = 0 i <= RuleNuniber - 1; i ++) {
if (agent->rule[i][2] > 0 ) {

// Mutating a totally new rule
srand(time(0));
mutate = rand() Z NewRuleMutate;
if (mutate == 0) {

// Mutating a totally new rule
srand (time(0));
rule_num = 1 + rand()	 (world.n) ;	 // 1 - 4
agent->rule[i][TJ] = rule_num;
agent->rule{i][l] = 0;
agent->rule[i][2] = 0; // frequency of occurence
agent->rule[i][3 = 0; // sum of returns

}
}

}
agent = agent->nextPtr;

} while (agent 1= 0);



}

void Agent: :distribute-Tax (BW_World *world) {

float tax;

tax = world->taxCollector / agent_num_;

agent = F irstPtr;
do {

agent = agent->nextPtr;
agent->wealth = agent->wealth + tax;

} while (agent->next ptr	 0);

world->taxCollector = 0;
}

void Agent::printResult() {

mt counter;
mt winners;

mt i;
float maxWealth = 32767;
float minWealth;
float totalWealth;

cout << Total ## of agents :	 << agent_nurn << endi;
getch Q;

agent	 = F irstPtr;
totalWealth = 0;
do {

agent = agent->nextPtr;
totalWealth = totalWealth + agent->wealth;

} while (agent->nextPtr H 0);

cout << Total world wealth 	 << totalWealth << endl;
getch Q;

agent	 firstPtr;
winners	 0;
do {

agent = agent->nextPtr;

	

cout << ID :	 << agent->ID <<	 <<
wealth :	 << agent->wealth << endl;

if (winners <= firstWinners) {
getch ;

}
winners = winners + 1;
agent->rnatch = 0;

} while (agent->nextPtr != 0 );

cout << ==================================" << endi

counter = 0;
winners = 0;
do {

counter = counter + 1;
minWealth = maxWealth;
maxWealth = -32767;
agent = F irstPtr;
do {

agent = agent->nextPtr;
if (agent->wealth >= inaxWealth &&

Pi



agent->wealth <= iuinWealth &&
agent->match	 0) {
bidder = agent;
maxWealth	 agent->wealth;

}
} while (agent->nextPtr != 0);
bidder->match = 1;
cout << II ID :	 << bidder->ID <<

wealth :	 << bidder->wealth <<
play counter :	 << bidder->playCount << endl;

for (i = 0; i <= RuleNuniber - 1; i++) {
if (bidder->playCount	 0) {

cout <<	 rule	 << i+l <<	 of string <<
bidder->rule[i][0] <<	 grabing from
bidder->grab[iJ <<	 dropping into	 <<
bidder->drop[i] <<	 :	 << endl;

cout <<	 ### played	 << bidder->rule[i][2] <<
Av. Return:	 << bidder->rule[i][3] << endl;

}
else
{

cout <<	 rule	 << i+l <<	 :	 <<
bidder->rule[i] [2] <<	 <<

Av. Return:	 << bidder->rule[i][3] <<
endl;

}
}
if (winners <= firstWinners) {

getch ;
}
winners = winners + 1;

} while (counter != agentnuni );
}
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